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Have you been caught yet?
They don't just want to know who you are, they want to BE who you are. By duplicating a legitimate website, phishers can convince you that email asking for your personal information came from your bank, an online retailer, even your ISP. Their high-tech identity theft costs American consumers and businesses billions, and if you access the Internet, you're a target. Whether you manage corporate security or just shop online, this book is loaded with weapons you can't afford to be without.      

	Be able to identify and avoid phishing emails and websites
	Recognize spyware, understand how it benefits phishers, and learn how to get rid of it
	Take appropriate steps to safeguard your organization against attack
	Learn how to protect yourself online 
	Find out how to report phishing incidents, and why you should
	Understand the scope of phishing and how it threatens our online infrastructure
	Explore additional resources that will keep you up to date
	Discover how to get off the hook if you've already swallowed the bait


About the Author
   
Rachael Lininger works as a technical writer in the information security department of a major U.S. financial institution. She has documented too many phishing cases to count.
    Russell Dean Vines is a best-selling author and president of The RDV Group, a security services firm. He is a specialist in cyber counter-terrorism and a consultant on security vulnerabilities.       
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Theory of Quantum Computation, Communication, and Cryptography: 7th Conference, TQC 2012, Tokyo, Japan, May 17-19, 2012, Revised Selected Papers (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This book constitutes revised selected papers from the 7th Conference on Theory of Quantum Computation, Communication, and Cryptography, TQC 2012, held in Tokyo, Japan, in May 2012. The 12 papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in this book. They contain original research on the rapidly growing, interdisciplinary...
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Linux Network ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2004
This book deals with the architecture of the network subsystem in the Linux kernel. The idea for this book was born at the Institute of Telematics at the University of Karlsruhe, Germany, where the Linux kernel has been used in many research projects and its network functionality is modified or enhanced, respectively, in a...
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Cell-Penetrating Peptides:  Processes and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2002

	One of the major problems with drug delivery is the inability of large hydrophilic compounds to pass through the lipid membrane of the cell, thus making drugs such as polypeptides and oligonucleotides of limited therapeutic value. Until recently, the transport of such molecules into the cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments of living cells...
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Flow-Based Programming: A New Approach to Application DevelopmentVan Nostrand Reinhold, 1994
Imagine that you have a large and complex application running in your shop, and you discover that you need what looks like fairly complex changes made to it in a hurry. You consult your programmers and they tell you that the changes will probably take several months, but they will take a look. A meeting is called of all the people involved - not...
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Android Phones For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	A colorful guide to make your Android phone do your bidding


	The popularity of Android phones is simply exploding, so it's a perfect time for popular For Dummies author Dan Gookin to update his bestselling guide to all things Android phones. From setup and configuration to taking advantage of the latest amazing...
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Physical Biochemistry: Principles and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
"an excellent textbook..." 
 --Microbiology Today, February 2001

       "As will be seen, there is not much missing here. I thought that the sections were well balanced, with rarely too much or too little on a given topic...This is a text to be welcomed by both teachers and students." BIOCHEMISTRY &...
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